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My Ex-Wife and Kids Came In Like A Wrecking Ball Chapter 1787-Clumsy penguins, 
lazy sea lions, munching polar bears, majestic whale sharks, and colorful jellyfish… 

After hours of walking, the family of five was tired. 

However, they also took some stunning photos. That was the first time in six years that 
Byron and Rosalie had taken a photo together with their three children. 

In each photo, there were marine animals witnessing their happiness. 

By lunchtime, Byron took out the things and set them up. 

The chef had prepared the food, but it needed to be heated up a little bit. Thus, Byron 
bought portable cookware to heat up the food. 

Although they could order food from the hotel, it was far less fun than the experience of 
having a family picnic. 

The three children enjoyed the meal. Rosalie also shared the food from her lunch box. 

Byron gave Rosalie his food and ate a cake to fill his tummy. 

The last stop was the dolphinarium. It was crowded, and all they could see were 
people’s heads. 

Byron frowned, worried about the danger of squeezing into the crowd. 

“If I had known, I would have contracted the aquarium and booked it for a day,” Byron 
muttered. 

Startled, Rosalie looked at Byron. She believed Byron would do that. He could even 
purchase the aquarium if he wanted to, but it was unnecessary. 

‘There’s no need to do that. Part of going out to have fun is to enjoy the atmosphere of 
playing in the crowd. It might be crowded, but it’s also fun. Wait! I’ll carry Estie. Please 
look after the little boys for me.” 

Byron nodded. He took out the water bottles for the kids to quench their thirst. Then, he 
took the little boys to the toilet. 



The dolphinarium was divided into two areas. One was on the ground floor, where 
guests could see dolphins swim in the water through the glass. The other was a stage 
built for performance. 

The family first went to the ground floor and took many beautiful group photos. 

A family of dolphins got close enough to be photographed too, which was a beautiful 
coincidence. 

Byron even claimed this photo could be published and win an award. 

Rosalie looked at the photo. She was satisfied upon seeing herself smiling naturally and 
at ease. 

Finally, they headed to the performance stage. 

On the way into the venue, Lucian and Nox registered Estelle’s new account in the 
social media app using their phone. 

“Brother, do I have to give the penguins money to top up my account?” Estelle asked 
cutely. 

Lucian and Nox felt bad fooling her. They quickly shook their heads and said they would 
help her top up her account later. 

It was noisy on the stage, and most of the seats were occupied. Byron found some front 
seats and held Lucian and Nox by their hands as he headed toward the area. 

Rosalie carried Estelle and followed him. 

Along the way, the good-looking couple and their adorable kids attracted much 
attention, making everyone around them gossip. 

“Look! That’s the family I saw just now. They’re so handsome and pretty. The father 
must be a chairman of a company. Look at his temperament! That woman is so 
beautiful. Their twin boys are so handsome, and the little girl is cute too!” “T-The man is 
President Lawrence of Lawrence Corporation. That woman is Rosalie! The miracle 
doctor, Rosalie! Did they come here for a weekend outing? Oh gosh! I want to get their 
autographs.” “It must be them. I know some gossip. I heard they were divorced before, 
but both of them have children. What’s going on here? Are those three children all 
theirs?” The gossip continued… 
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